Present Your Best Image...

DICOMED sets the standard for effective communications.

Graphics are powerful tools for any communication situation. Understanding and retention of information is dramatically improved through their use. By allowing trends and relationships to be perceived quickly, visuals can make solutions obvious. Decision making is more efficient, and more effective.

For presentation and persuasion, high quality graphics reflect well on you, your message, and even on the image of your company. That's why DICOMED is committed to designing products that will give you maximum impact with the highest quality image possible. With image recording technology they perfected in the

The PRESENTER™

These three images demonstrate the upward compatibility of the DICOMED product system. Images produced on any design station can be enhanced or modified by transmitting them to a DICOMED design station with greater creative capabilities. All final images are recorded on film by a DICOMED Color Image Recorder, assuring the same ultra high quality output from each level of design station.

The D38+ DESIGN STATION

The IMAGINATOR™
space program, DICOMED's reputation for quality is unmatched.

To serve your requirements for effective communications, DICOMED has developed the DICOMED Concept: A complete system of computer graphics products for creating presentation and publication visuals. An international network of Authorized DICOMED Sales and Service Bureaus. And DICOMED Worldwide Customer Support.

**The DICOMED Product System:**
A complete series of computer graphics design stations and image recorders positioned with price and design capabilities to meet virtually any application requirement, from the simplest forms of business graphics to the most sophisticated communication graphic art. Easy to learn. Easy to use. Graphics of the highest quality can be created more quickly and more cost-effectively than with any other method. Producing a variety of ultra high resolution media—slides, overheads, color separations, video, cinema, microfiche—DICOMED images have become the standard by which others are measured.

**DICOMED Authorized Sales and Service Bureaus:**
Your link to the DICOMED Concept. They're your source for DICOMED equipment and image processing. An international network of independently owned Authorized Sales and Service Bureaus, the largest of its kind in the industry, and growing.

**DICOMED Customer Support for Training and Service:**
DICOMED Customer Support keeps your equipment operating smoothly and dependably with field service locations around the world. They also train you to skillfully operate your new equipment, and keep you up to date with software enhancements and new operating techniques.

For more information on DICOMED's full product line, fill out the attached coupon and mail today.

**The DICOMED Concept:**
Computer Graphics Products For High Impact Communications.
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